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  Appendix 1 
Mr Rector, 

 
The undersigned,______________________________________, student of the 
Faculty of __________________________________________________________, 
field/programme _________________________in year______, group________, 
CNP________________________, BI/CI series________, no._________, no. 
matricol___________, please approve my registration for the competition for the 

awarding of a URSUS scholarship, in the academic year 20___ ‐ 20___. 
 

I. In order to qualify for the contest to receive the "URSUS" nominal scholarship, 
I am attaching the following 
documents:____________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________
_______________ 

II. □ I have taken note of the fact that the University of Life Sciences "King Mihai 
I" from Timisoara transfers scholarships to personal card accounts. I have a 
card account, no. 
___________________________________________________, open a 
bank____________________________________________________ 

III. □ I do not have a card account and, in the event that the file submitted for the 
URSUS scholarship is selected, I will open a card account and notify the 
Economic Department the registration number, its number and the bank 
where it was opened. The exchange will be transferred, in the equivalent 
amount for the retroactive period, in the month following the one in which we 
communicated the account number and the bank where it was opened. 

IV. I declare on my own responsibility that the data entered above are real, correct 
and I know that their false declaration entails the loss of student status, the 
return of the received scholarship and the bearing of the legal consequences. I 
agree to the subsequent verification of the documents submitted to the file. 

V. I understand that failure to complete some fields or incorrect completion will 
result in the rejection of the file and that additional documents not specified in 
this application are not taken into account. 

 
Date,          Signature , 


